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The Stagnation in Terrorism Research
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Despite over a decade of government funding and thousands of newcomers to the field of terrorist research, we are no closer to answering the simple question of “What leads a person to turn to political violence?” The state of stagnation with respect to this issue is partly due to the government strategy of funding research without sharing the necessary primary source information with academia, which has created an unbridgeable gap between academia and the intelligence community. This has led to an explosion of speculations with little empirical grounding in academia, which has the methodological skills but lacks data for a major breakthrough. Most of the advances in the field have come from historical archival research and analysis of a few field interviews. Nor has the intelligence community been able to achieve any breakthrough because of the structure and dynamic of this community and its lack of methodological rigor. This prevents creative analysis of terrorism protected from political concerns. The solution to this stagnation is to make non-sensitive data available to academia and to structure more effective discourse between the academic and intelligence communities in order to benefit from the complementary strengths in these two communities.
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What leads a person to turn to political violence? Several journalists asked me this question in the wake of the Boston bombing incident on April 15, 2013. I was emerging from an eight-year involvement in the U.S. intelligence community (IC) and could finally talk with them. However, I was at a loss to provide them with a consensus answer about the turn to political violence, either from academia or the IC. Privileged to have had a foot in each community in the past dozen years, I decided to survey developments in both communities following the massive financial investment in the field by governments and the addition of thousands of researchers for insights that might help provide some answer to this simple question. Therefore, this survey will look at the developments that are relevant to this issue of the turn to political violence and does not deal with more historical and global analyses of political violence, the consequences of terrorism, or even counter-terrorism.

A Brief Survey of Terrorism Research

Research on political violence did not start de novo after 9/11; rather, it furthered an academic tradition that peaked in the late 1970s and early 1980s. This peak coincided
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with a spike in airplane hijackings. Many of the old scholars tried to address the question above, beginning their inquiries with the assumption that people turned to political violence because of some personal predisposition. Some reported discoveries of personality pathology, but these claims did not stand up to empirical scrutiny. A consensus among them gradually emerged that terrorists did not suffer from any major mental illness, and the search for a terrorist personality gave way to the pursuit of a process theory of becoming a terrorist. But, beyond a vague notion that one somehow became a terrorist, however the term was defined, there was no clear delineation of this process.

Approaches to Terrorism Research Post-9/11

The three thousand fatalities on 9/11/2001 brought a new urgency to this question of how a person turns to political violence. The U.S. government tried to stimulate inquiry through a dramatic increase in funding of terrorism research. In any large enterprise, there is an inevitable gap in time between a decision and its implementation, in this case the publication of scholarly research. This gap was filled by some good journalistic accounts. They described who the perpetrators were, focusing mostly on the leaders of al Qaeda, the organization that conducted these attacks. Among these authors were Daniel Benjamin and Steven Simon, Peter Bergen, Jason Burke, Steve Coll, Rohan Gunaratna, Terry McDermott, the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks upon the United States, Sally Neighbour, Michael Scheuer as Anonymous, and Lawrence Wright. In general, these narratives, with one exception, were superb: Steve Coll and Larry Wright deservedly won the Pulitzer Prizes for Non-Fiction in their respective years of publication. However, these narratives were stories about the perpetrators and their organization, and were not designed to be analytical in a way that would further our understanding of these attacks.

Overall, the post-9/11 money surge into terrorism studies and the rush of newcomers into the field had a deleterious effect on research. The field was dominated by laymen, who controlled funding, prioritizing it according to their own questions, and self-proclaimed media experts who conduct their own “research.” These “experts” still fill the airwaves and freely give their opinions to journalists, thereby framing terrorist events for the public. However, they are not truly scholars, are not versed in the scientific method, and often pursue a political agenda. They are not trained to detect or analyze trends, but they certainly like to make sensational statements. They cannot be relied upon to advance the field of terrorism research, as they are more advocates than objective scholars. The press plays a role in echoing the most outrageous and sensationalist claims. Ultimately, “new findings” are not debated in the academy in a collegial way, but on television and the Internet as arguments to advance political agendas. The voice of true scholars is drowned in this hysterical cacophony of political true believers.

The initial federal funding for terrorism research reflected policy makers’ narrow concerns, based on lay assumptions and understandings of the 9/11 “terrorists.” The first emerging question was, “Why do they hate us?” This led to a tsunami of works focusing on the origin of such hate in the ideology of these terrorists, who claimed to be solely guided by the Quran. Many scholars, intelligence analysts, and online bloggers took the bait and sought the origin of such hate in the Quran. Enyo and Mary Habeck are examples of such literature. Most self-appointed researchers were totally ignorant about global neo-jihadi groups and let their prejudices fill the considerable
gaps in their knowledge. The noise from these laymen, appointed experts by the sensationalism-seeking media, drowned out the voices of serious scholars of political Islam that might have brought some clarity to these issues.

The key assumption behind this “Blame it on Islam” explanation of terrorism was that there was some mysterious process of indoctrination or brainwashing that transformed “vulnerable” or “at risk” naïve young people into fanatic killers or true believers. Jerrold Post poetically summarized the essence of that argument: “When one has been nursed on the mother’s milk of hatred and bitterness, the need for vengeance is bred in the bone.” There is no doubt that ideology, including global neo-jihadi ideology, is an important part of any explanation in the turn to political violence, but we still don’t understand how. This did not prevent people in the U.S. government from becoming obsessed with culture and the “narrative,” and how to counter it.

As contracting officers in government funding agencies became more sophisticated, the next set of questions that emerged was “Why and how do people join terrorist organizations?” Unfortunately, these questions were still framed within a top-down paradigm of terrorism, assuming that sophisticated leaders at the top somehow prompted naïve subjects to carry out their intentions. This focused the agenda of research on the process of recruitment. The assumption was that sinister al Qaeda agents lurking in the shadows of mosques spotted naïve Muslims based on some personal vulnerability (“at risk”) and turned them over to recruiters, who indoctrinated them into joining the terrorist organization. These spotters/recruiters allegedly formed an organized worldwide “network” of terrorists, ready to take advantage of naïve Muslims. These al Qaeda agents convinced the vulnerable subjects to go to al Qaeda training camps and finished their brainwashing there. The British government even funded a whole counter-terrorism industry to identify these young Muslims “at risk” and, through untested but enthusiastic interventions, tried to make them more resilient and able to resist the appeal of terrorism. In the United States, there was a ghost chase for these alleged al Qaeda spotters and recruiters, under the guise of material support for terrorism. After over a decade of intense search, there still has been no discovery of any single spotter/recruiter—except for FBI undercover agents.

The media noted the hateful discourse of self-appointed street “preachers of hate” and Internet proselytizers and stressed their importance in the process of “radicalization.” Law enforcement analysts postulated the requirement of a “spiritual sanctioner” to endorse terrorist activities. While freedom of expression is still allegedly sacrosanct in the United States, in Britain there have been some efforts to ban these preachers of hate. In contrast to these assumptions, empirical research showed that joining al Qaeda was based on pre-existing friendship and kinship, and that the evolving group of future perpetrators seemed more akin to a “bunch of guys” than a formal “terrorist cell,” with well-defined hierarchy and division of labor.

A large portion of the funding for terrorism research went to the National Laboratories and to computer scientists in an attempt to use our technological advantage, especially in computer technology, to defeat terrorist organizations. Attempts to model terrorist behavior and decision-making proliferated in the middle of the first decade of the twenty-first century. The hope was that these “cutting edge tools” would anticipate the tactics of the enemy and help defeat it. I have been personally involved in almost a dozen projects using social network analysis, dynamic network analysis, agent-based modeling, data mining, data farming, and Bayesian network
analysis, among others. So far, it seems that technological approaches have yet to live up to their expectations. Indeed, it is hard to see any insight that came out of this project. It failed for lack of good empirical databases to test the validity of these simplistic models.

By the middle of the decade, after the attacks in Amsterdam, Madrid, and London and the failed plots in London, the vast majority of researchers and government analysts realized that most of the global neo-jihadi terrorist plots in the West were carried out by homegrown perpetrators—young people who had grown up in the West and conducted terrorist operations in their own backyards. But if such terrorists were not indoctrinated or brainwashed in terrorist camps, how did they become terrorists? This was the main question that the NYPD report tried to answer. It postulated a process of radicalization in the West. Some terrorists had received some training abroad, but many had not. This was the main insight of the NYPD report that focused on the process of radicalization in the West and the subsequent homegrown threat. What was this mysterious process of radicalization? The NYPD postulated four stages of the process, but these were vague, simplistic, and did not stand up to close empirical scrutiny. Wiktorowicz postulated some sort of “cognitive opening” as the core dynamic for this transformation. However, there has been no empirical validation of this concept. It is simply too easy to find some sort of vague cognitive opening in retrospective self-reports, especially when the interview is directed to finding one.

In an earlier work, I suggested four elements to the process of joining a terrorist network: a perceived war on one’s in-group; moral outrage at some salient major injustice; resonance with personal experiences; and mobilization by an already politically active network. This process was being transformed because of state repression, which created a very hostile environment for face-to-face interactions among potential conspirators, driving them to interact via the Internet. I therefore predicted that the terrorist threat was evolving from a more networked system into a “leaderless jihad” consisting of small numbers of militants carrying out terrorist actions on their own (unguided and not controlled by any central terrorist organization) while they were still connected to the virtual extremist community. This raised some skepticism at the time, but the events of the last half decade have supported this argument.

McCauley and Moskalenko proposed an intriguing set of mechanisms constituting this process of radicalization, but the mechanisms are ad hoc, based on very schematic biographies of nineteenth-century Russian militants and selective confirmatory evidence from global neo-jihadi terrorism. It remains to be seen whether their concepts will be fruitful enough to generate a research project or be useful in the field.

From a state perspective, there are two major questions among policy makers with respect to political violence. How do we counter it? How do we protect our constituency? As soon as a mysterious process of radicalization was identified as the core dynamic for terrorism, politicians, both in the U.S. and abroad, naturally requested new projects for counter- or de-radicalization. Many researchers were not yet sold on the nature of radicalization, so self-appointed practitioners went ahead of scholars and set up a variety of de-radicalization programs in Asia, the Middle East, and Europe. Such programs are conspicuously absent in the United States. They are based on flawed lay understanding of radicalization: misinterpretation of Islam and potential terrorist vulnerability to them. The programs therefore combine
attempts to correct misguided interpretations of Islam and social work for “at risk” individuals. But since scientists have not been involved in creating these programs, there has been no built-in control group for comparison in any of them. Comparison of people receiving any intervention (the test group) with people who do not (the control group) is really the only way to estimate the effectiveness of any social intervention. Simply put, in the absence of comparison with any control group, we have no idea whether the counter- or de-radicalization programs work or not.

With the rise of homegrown terrorism and loners, the turn to violence was facilitated by communication via the Internet. How does the Internet contribute to the turn to political violence? The few studies of the Internet in this wave of terrorism are mostly descriptive. There is an implicit assumption that mere exposure to material on jihadi websites radicalizes naïve Muslims and turns them violent. On the contrary, it appears that there is active participation by these online jihadists and they seek out the website, each for his own reasons. This type of interactivity online was important in the trajectory to political violence. However, much work remains to be done to understand the influence of the Internet in this turn to violence.

The various forms of this very lethal wave of terrorism also stimulated research to see whether suicide terrorism or lone wolf terrorism were new or different from other forms of terrorism. However, no one has shown that either of these forms is very different from other sorts of terrorism, nor offered any significant insights into what leads young people to turn to political violence.

A new research agenda sponsored by the U.S. government again relies on U.S. technological superiority over terrorists. Its goal is to bring insights gleaned from neuro-cognitive science into the study of terrorism. This involves speculation about the generalizability of findings in the laboratory and especially brain-imaging experiments to terrorism research.

Yet, after all this funding and this flurry of publications, with each new terrorist incident we realize that we are no closer to answering our original question about what leads people to turn to political violence. The same worn-out questions are raised over and over again, and we still have no compelling answers. It seems that terrorism research is in a state of stagnation on the main issues. How did this state of affairs arise?

Terrorism Research in Academia

By its nature, the study of terrorism is multidisciplinary, inviting the insights of psychologists, sociologists, anthropologists, political scientists, historians, economists, engineers, and computer scientists. Ideally, a terrorism research program would bring together many great minds from these various fields and structure them to work continuously with a good set of data. Unfortunately, because of the scattershot nature of the funding and lack of reliable data to be discussed below, the field is disorganized and few great researchers are attracted to it full-time. Most participate in occasional or part-time projects according to available funding while remaining focused on their previous research interests. Consequently, academia has produced little in the way of research programs that have captured the imagination of gifted scholars or generated fruitful counter-intuitive findings. At best, they might have had a peripheral interest in terrorism, but as federal money poured in, they took notice and developed a rather mercenary interest in the field. They tried to adapt their off-the-shelf disciplinary insights to terrorism, but so far with very limited success.
A serious impediment to scholars, whether fully dedicated to terrorism studies or only occasionally participating in such a study, is the lack of the availability of comprehensive and reliable data. The U.S. government has neither released relevant data about terrorist plots nor funded the methodological accumulation of detailed and comprehensive data that might shed some light on the question of the turn to political violence. A funding contract officer once asked me, “Why should I fund the gathering of publicly available information?” It seems that the government’s strategy has been to fund research, but withhold any detailed evidence, which is still classified. Data available to academics via popular search engines are, at best, secondary sources coming from journalistic investigation or, worse, erroneous claims by self-appointed experts. These are mostly based on politically motivated government leaks and government claims about “terrorists”—often made for political reasons. They tend to justify the government’s actions (providing the prosecutorial case in an upcoming trial), and obfuscate more than they clarify.

Another set of data is the discourse and documents available on “jihadi websites.” However, this is a source of great confusion, as much of this discourse, generally ignorant and sophomoric, is rarely connected to actual violent plots. The U.S., British, and Danish justice departments have played on juries’ ignorance of terrorism and the inflammatory nature of this discourse to hire, as expert witnesses, pseudo scholars who claim that they have generated a terrorist profile from such online discourse. These self-proclaimed “experts” have helped condemn immature young people, whose only crime was boasting and bragging on the Internet, to very long prison terms.26

Government statements and leaks provide fragmentary and biased information to journalists. Unfortunately, since there is so little information, the press amplifies this patchy information to the point of distortion through an echo effect, where repeats of the claims are taken as corroboration for the original leak. One-dimensional and sensational portraits of alleged terrorists, packaged in the five-hundred-words-or-less limit of a newspaper article or a television sound bite, dominate our understanding of this phenomenon. Nor is there any incentive in the press to try to correct erroneous initial information, which is forever memorialized on the Internet, now the repository of all information, good and bad. Self-appointed cyber sleuths who constitute the vast majority of so-called terrorist researchers create far-fetched theories about terrorists and terrorism from these very fragmentary caricatures. Indeed, from such a distorted foundation, anything is possible.

Unfortunately, many scholars also rely on these government officials’ statements, which are political, directed at a given audience for specific reasons, such as advocacy for one’s department or agency, defending it before a Congressional inquiry, self-promotion, or a request to increase its budget. These statements have a definite spin and present only one side of the issue, usually one as favorable as possible to the briefer. They deal in generalities and ignore any inconsistent information. Usually, they are simply misleading, but at times, they are outright lies, such as cabinet officers claiming that the U.S. did not torture terrorist suspects27 or that Iraq possessed weapons of mass destruction to the United Nations.28 Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz guaranteed to the House Budgetary Committee that the Iraq War would not cost much to the American public.29 Secretary of Homeland Security Janet Napolitano declared, “The system worked” when we narrowly escaped an airplane bombing catastrophe due to the ineptitude of the bomber.30 Generally, government cabinet members try to be careful in their messages to the press because they know
that the press will scrutinize them. This same level of care is not present among officials of lesser rank, who originate most erroneous disseminated information, as the provider knows that the press won’t be able to check classified information.

Reliance on the text of federal warrants or indictments should be the beginning of an objective investigation, not its end. Such documents set forth the prosecution’s claim, giving its best argument in our adversarial legal system. It is one-sided and biased. Its claims must be corroborated through independent investigation or through a trial, which gives a defendant a chance to defend himself and challenge the claims of the prosecution. In much of terrorism research, this attempt at objectivity is abandoned and analysts behave as if alleged terrorists are guilty until proven innocent.31

To appreciate the pitfalls of academic analysis based on poor information, imagine academics during World War II trying to study the German Wehrmacht, and having to rely only on what was known to them at the time—the claims of allied propaganda about Nazis, politically motivated intelligence leaks, and Nazi propaganda. The study would necessarily, and probably unintentionally, have become a piece of allied propaganda, despite the scholar’s intentions of neutrality and objectivity. Half a century later, after the opening of East European archives, new studies of the Wehrmacht rely on primary source documents from German soldiers themselves. The difference between the hypothetical contemporaneous study and current studies would show a dramatic difference in their quality and validity. The richness and sophistication of the later studies would contrast sharply with those carried out during the war, which were mostly exercises in caricatures and prejudices against the enemy.

In contemporary terrorism studies, the only data sets collected in academia are incidents-based databases, like the Global Terrorism Database (GTD)32 collected at the University of Maryland’s National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism. Such a database can very crudely describe a terrorist incident but gives no details on the plots. From such data, one can make statements about the frequency and distribution of terrorist attacks, but little about how people turn to political violence, which requires far more detailed, comprehensive, and reliable data.

Without relevant and comprehensive data, academics are condemned to be armchair investigators, extrapolating from robust studies in other fields onto terrorism research. In history, for example, there are excellent studies of previous cases of terrorism based on archival investigations, but these insights cannot be compared to present cases for lack of similar information in the present cases. There are also some chronicles of terrorist movements, but they are often too superficial to offer insights that really matter.

Another method of extrapolation from other fields is to generalize insights from other disciplines to terrorism research. Some view terrorists as psychopaths (lacking empathy), criminals, gang or cult members, or participants in social movements, and uncritically apply various findings from their respective fields to terrorism. Most of these studies are necessarily superficial because they lack the rich data to check on the validity of their findings to terrorism. All too often, they search only for confirmatory evidence and completely ignore any data that might refute the validity or usefulness of their comparison.

A fruitful strategy is to apply the developing insights of social psychology and social movement studies to terrorism, since the findings about how we think, feel,
and behave are supposed to be universal. However, the application of such insights requires a very detailed database to validate some of these insights for terrorism, what anthropologists call “thick description.” Without such detailed accounts, the academic community, which has the skills and the time to analyze complex data, is condemned to simple speculations based on analogies rather than solid evidence. Overall, the few bright spots in academia are case studies that used such thick descriptions, collected essays around a research topic, and research based on extensive field studies.

Unfortunately, more ambitious attempts to set a research agenda have not been compelling enough to either consolidate findings into some scholarly consensus or to generate a large research project about the process of turning to political violence. So far, academia has failed to provide deep insights into the turn to political violence. In summary, it is hard to escape the judgment that academic terrorism research has stagnated for the past dozen years because of a lack of both primary sources and vigorous efforts to police the quality of research, thus preventing the establishment of standards of academic excellence and flooding the field with charlatans, spouting some of the vilest prejudices under the cloak of national security.

**Terrorism Research in the Government**

Terrorism research is now mostly and secretly conducted within governments, specifically within the IC, which has not shared much information about terrorist plots with the academic community. One might reasonably ask whether the intelligence community has developed insights into the turn to political violence of which the academic community is unaware. During the past eight years, I was privileged to be a member of the IC, with daily access to highly classified information streams on terrorist threats, and able to observe the developments in the IC’s understanding of this turn to violence.

Shortly after 9/11, the government expanded its capability in terrorism collection and analysis. Thousands of patriotic young college graduates, who could pass a background security investigation and a polygraph, were hired by the Defense Department, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Central Intelligence Agency, the Department of Homeland Security, the Defense Intelligence Agency, the National Security Agency, the State Department, and newly created agencies such as the National Counter-Terrorism Center and the Office of the Director of National Intelligence. At the same time, the government decided to educate and train these young hires in-house rather than build large university centers, like the Russian Studies Centers created at prestigious universities at the beginning of the Cold War. So the young recruits learned about terrorism on the job or at the FBI Academy in Quantico, the CIA’s Sherman Kent School, the Military Academy’s Combating Terrorism Center at West Point or at various seminars and conferences sponsored by various government organizations. The exceptions are the two university-based social science Centers of Excellence on terrorism funded by the Department of Homeland Security—the previously mentioned START at the University of Maryland, and the University of Southern California’s National Center for Risk and Economic Analysis of Terrorist Events.

This fateful decision to bifurcate academic and government research on terrorism resulted in the stagnation of the field. During the Cold War, there was a very active interchange and communication between the academic and intelligence communities.
on Soviet studies. Many academics took sabbaticals or leaves of absence from their universities to work in the government in either analytical or policy positions. This is not the case in terrorism studies as the present structure of the funding and exaggerated security concerns ensure that the gap between these two communities and their respective cultures is unbridgeable without any possibility of fruitful interchange.

The IC has not been able to advance terrorism studies because of inherent limitations in the process of collecting, disseminating, analyzing, and generating its products for policy makers. Even more than the academic community, it functions largely at the whims of politicians and their concerns, which set the frame and tone of its research. The potential perversion of this system was illustrated by the requirements to find justifications for the invasion of Iraq and the widespread belief in the IC that Saddam Hussein did possess weapons of mass destruction, when the UN inspection teams on the ground were casting strong doubts about this belief.

The processing of intelligence is also faulty. All source analysts are supposed to have access to all information, but generally, they rely on disseminated intelligence reports. These reports are already products crafted by a collector or an analyst and contain inherent biases. For instance, raw information such as intercepted communications or even interviews/interrogations of suspects are transcribed into relatively short intelligence reports that decontextualize statements worthy of intelligence. I have compared such raw information and its derived intelligence report, and observed that much is lost in the transcription. Not infrequently, the reports read like a prosecutor’s brief, with the worst interpretation given full attention and potentially disconfirming evidence casting doubt on the gist of the report is neglected. The bias is toward an alarmist (and therefore worthy of attention and personal promotion) interpretation. On topics of interest, several of these reports are then collected and summarized in a “finished product” warning consumers of new trends. These finished products of course further abstract from the raw data and again accentuate what may be new and sensational, which is often more alarmist than necessary. Drowning in this ocean of potential threats and false alarms, analysts have trouble identifying truly unusual occurrences indicative of an actual threat. For instance, while wives in custody disputes occasionally accuse their husbands of being terrorists, it is very rare for parents to go out of their way to report their children to the IC. Ideally, intelligence analysts should dedicate more resources to satisfactorily resolving the allegations in the second scenario than those in the first one. However, as was the case with the underwear bomber, this won’t get done because they are under pressure to process huge numbers of mostly false leads, which were erroneously generated by the IC in the first place. Throwing more analysts at the problem compounds the issue as it creates more false leads for analysts who err on the side of security.

Finally, a topic may acquire such importance that it becomes the subject of a larger think piece for policy makers. This involves an even higher level of abstraction with its built-in biases. The methodology is usually primitive and consists of searching only for confirmatory evidence, ignoring inconsistent evidence and completely neglecting the usually very low base rate of the phenomenon under study. Worse, the tyranny of coordination of the final product among more than a dozen intelligence agencies results in the publication of the lowest common denominator acceptable to all, leading to a watered down and dumbed down intelligence estimate, colored with a bias for alarming interpretations.
This alarmist bias generated by the IC is fed through leaks to journalists who disseminate them, fueling a peculiar American hysteria on terrorism, which forces politicians to be responsive and show that they are tough on terrorism, continuing a vicious spiral of continuous terror. The alarmist bias is self-protective. Usually IC products follow the rule that the recent past is the best predictor of the future, and their estimate is often that, with a caution that negative events can happen. If nothing bad happens, then their authors can celebrate being right for the most part. If things improve, they won’t be blamed for a conservative estimate. However, if bad things happen, they can always point out that their caution anticipated such outcomes. In truth, people are more likely to get blamed for not anticipating bad things than for not foreseeing good things. The result is that most intelligence estimates play it safe and, with rare and courageous exceptions, build in a negative and alarmist bias. This bias is then also directly communicated to policy makers, who, in turn, perpetuate the politics of fear, which is amplified by the press and government friendly experts. Rather than calming the public, politicians are generally alarmists, both as a need to respond to their constituents’ fears and as a result of the bias of their advisers.

To be fair, this alarmist bias helped detect several serious terrorist attempts in the West over the past dozen years. Had they succeeded, they would certainly have caused at least hundreds of casualties. But generally such plots are much fewer than government officials like to claim and this exaggeration has prevented a serious societal discussion about the choice between security and civil rights.

Intelligence analysts often do not have the methodological concepts (as opposed to computers and software tools) to investigate all the information to which they are privy. Very few have a graduate degree in the social sciences with solid methodological training to deal with the evidence they have. From my observations, they commonly look only for confirmatory evidence and do not bother searching for disconfirmation—the essence of the scientific method. They have little understanding of probability and suffer from low base rate neglect for very rare events. Much of their time is spent in investigating obvious false alarms, sometimes losing track of important developments. Furthermore, they have very little leisure time to synthesize new insights. Unlike that of their counterparts in academia, their time is not protected and they are under constant pressure to produce timely short pieces for the rest of the IC or policy makers. Indeed, IC analysts generally do not have time to read books or long articles. They confine themselves to short summaries of the arguments and typically do not acquire the level of sophistication required to understand their complicated subject. The system forces them to jump from topic to topic, like children with Attention Deficit Disorder. The whole is enmeshed in turf wars among competing agencies and rivalry for promotion within each division.

Hierarchies, the structure of all IC agencies, rarely make optimal use of their members’ insight, knowledge, and expertise. Usually, they rely on shared information common to all and not on the totality held by all its members. IC managers frequently do not recognize true expertise. Members’ contributions to an IC product all too often depend on demographic characteristics (gender, age, or ethnicity), rank, or talkativeness and verbal dominance. This reliance on commonly shared information and flawed weighing of true expertise is exacerbated by time pressure and competition for promotion. This discourages innovations that might provide bold new insights and instead encourages playing it safe by continuing to adhere to the internal conventional wisdom. Furthermore, the old complaint that various agencies
do not share information with each other in a meaningful way is unfortunately still valid, especially for ongoing operations. Much information from the field, especially important contextual information, does not trickle up to the various headquarters in Washington.45

The IC suffers from an additional and inevitable bias. Its constant focus on potential terrorist plots and its exposure to a deluge of threats daily, the overwhelming majority being false alarms, create a sense of complacency among old analysts or, worse, a sense of imminent threat, extraordinarily out of proportion to the real threat.46 Neo-jihadi terrorist attacks are extremely rare on their own—without sting operations—and law enforcement agencies complain that they are drowned by an ocean of false alarms, which overwhelm their resources. The major request from the field is help to distinguish the very few true positives that will turn to violence from the vast majority of false positives—young people who brag and pretend that they are tough and dangerous, but, in fact, just talk, talk, talk, and do nothing. The study of the disparity between the great numbers of wannabes and the rarity of actual violent acts has generated a consensus in the IC around a two-step model of the turn to violence. This insight has been one of the few advances in the field. The first step in this process is to join a political protest community, which the IC calls radicalization; and the second is the actual turn to violence, which the IC calls mobilization (to action). This label creates confusion with academia, which calls mobilization the act of joining a political protest community. The hope of this IC frame is that true positives give off signature words and behaviors that indicate this turn to violence, which can therefore be detected. So far, to my knowledge, the IC has neither reached a consensus about these indicators nor tested their rate of specificity.

This is very important because lack of specificity for very low base rate events generates an enormous number of false positives. This has real-life implications. Aggressive FBI field offices, via sting operations, set up many people targeted on non-specific indicators and arrest them. According to Bayesian probability, the odds are that these men would never have turned to violence on their own, without FBI intervention: they were simply false alarms. Nevertheless, it is very difficult to teach special agents, prosecutors, defense attorneys, judges, and juries about Bayesian probability, base rate neglect, and the insights of social psychology. While performing their critical duty, special agents and juries cannot fully appreciate the ramifications of introducing older and authoritative FBI agents provocateurs that influence impressionable young men to do things such as detonating bombs that they would never have done on their own. The result is that these young men are invariably convicted in the present atmosphere of terrorism hysteria and the Department of Justice points to these convictions as justification for their sting operations and validation of their indicators. Academics would easily point out the flaws in such circular and self-serving reasoning that sends young men to prison for life.

For the purpose of these trials, governments lift the veil of secrecy for the discovery material in order to convict the defendant. Even then, the government insists that retained experts at such trials sign a non-disclosure agreement for all the information that is not presented at trial. Of course, in the United States (but not in other countries) whatever is presented at trial becomes public record when it is published after the proceedings. However, through the negotiation of pre-trial motions, judges only allow a portion of all the discovery material as admissible evidence to juries, which do not realize that they are presented carefully crafted stories rather than all the available evidence.47 Nevertheless, this information is by far the most complete,
detailed, and reliable one on terrorist plots and even surpasses what is available to IC analysts. Theoretically, it is available to academic scholars, but I have not yet seen academics collect trial transcripts and use them systematically in their investigation of terrorism.

This short and somber appraisal of the functioning of the IC and its too mundane products should not be taken as a personal critique of members of the IC, law enforcement departments, and the military that keep a country safe. My appreciation for their dedication and devotion to public service and safety cannot be overstated. I have been privileged to witness their commitment, perseverance, and fairness as a private consultant to several of them, helping them investigate and try to prevent potential cases of political violence. The flaws are in the way the system is set up.

To draw my point to its extreme: we have a system of terrorism research in which intelligence analysts know everything but understand nothing, while academics understand everything but know nothing. This critique is but the last of a long jeremiad going back almost forty years about the poor quality of the research in the field. \textsuperscript{48} At this point, the government funding strategy and its refusal to share accumulated data with academia has created the architecture of the IC/academic divide preventing us from developing useful and perhaps counter-intuitive insights into the factors leading people to turn to political violence. The solution is obvious: we need more productive interactions between the two communities. \textsuperscript{49} But this would require political courage and will. Meanwhile, we still don’t know what leads people to turn to political violence.
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43. A good example of being too busy to actually read an article or a book came from one of the most thoughtful IC analysts, who deservedly became the government’s senior analyst on terrorism. In an article, I had made the same analogy about present-day academics’ inability to study terrorism like World War II analysts’ similar inability to study the Wehrmacht because of the lack of good data. See Sageman, “The Stagnation in Terrorism Research,” *Chronicles of Higher Education*, April 30, 2013, http://chronicle.com/blogs/conversation/2013/04/30/the-stagnation-of-research-on-terrorism/. She completely misunderstood the article and emailed me: “well, candidly, comparing us [the IC] to the German Wehrmacht during World War II is offensive and not conducive to dialogue.” I suspect time pressure prevented her from actually reading the article. IC analysts simply gloss over articles for recognizable terms and then connect the dots according to their own perspective. This erroneous association is then treated as fact!
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